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Streamlined Discoverability of Subscription and Open Access Content

ProQuest is improving the accessibility of subscription and open access content on its award-winning platform with a series of enhancements – a new content preview feature, simpler discovery of open access content and searchability from the open web (with more coming soon)! These enhancements are designed to boost research, teaching and learning outcomes.

Check out the enhancements at proquest.com.
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= New content

= New features
Researcher Success

ProQuest understands the evolution of research on a global scale – and the library’s role in advancing its institution’s research mission. We help libraries and their universities gain access to the content, tools and technology they need to enable career-defining discoveries.

NEW ProQuest TDM Studio

From an initial idea to the final output, TDM Studio from ProQuest provides access to the latest text and data mining tools, helping uncover career-defining research outcomes.

- **Analyze:** Access and analyze sought-after content for text and data mining with the flexibility of data analysis methods provided by ProQuest, or using preferred methods with open source programming languages R and Python.
- **Connect:** Uncover relationships, patterns and connections within and between datasets from a variety of sources. Collaborate in real time with your colleagues on text and data mining projects, improving productivity for your entire team.
- **Discover:** Gain new insights and challenge previous findings with new discoveries through text and data mining. Keep your university at the forefront of data analytics with a solution designed for not only research, but also teaching and learning.

“TDM Studio offers clear value for researchers, not only making text and data mining activities more efficient but also ensuring adherence to relevant licensing terms.”

– Kate Worlock, Vice President and Lead Analyst, Outsell

Leverage the value of your ProQuest collections across disciplines. Use TDM Studio to analyze multiple content types, including current and historical newspapers, dissertations and theses, scholarly journals and primary sources.

To learn more, visit www.proquest.com/go/tdm-studio.
Teaching, Learning and Student Success

ProQuest enables libraries to support successful teaching and learning by focusing on diverse content, reliable collections and technologies at the forefront of the EdTech landscape.

**ProQuest One Academic**

Four essential multi-disciplinary products come together in one cross-searchable platform: ProQuest Central, Academic Video Online, Academic Complete and ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global. Together, they provide a single destination for your users and savings for your library.

Here’s what’s new in ProQuest One Academic:

- Streaming video documentaries from FILM PLATFORM and tutorials from PBS Crash Course
- 1,500 new full-text scholarly journals
- No-cost access to the new Coronavirus Research Database
- 27,000+ fully DRM-free ebooks
- Dissertations and theses from 25 new institutions across the world

Learn more about ProQuest One Academic.

**ProQuest One Literature**

Developed in collaboration with faculty and librarians, ProQuest One Literature brings together a wealth of primary texts across poetry, prose and plays, with multi-format resources such as video and dissertations. Its content has a unique focus on genre and author diversity, bringing to light voices who have been marginalized throughout history.

Recent additions include:

- Enhanced collection pages for 33 individual collections which include diverse collections such as African American Poetry and the African Writers Series, and more. This allows users to discretely browse and search the original works of prose, poetry, and drama contained in each collection and faculty to share links with their classes
- Non-English-language collections such as Teatro Español del Siglo de Oro, Brechts Werke and Digitale Bibliothek Deutscher Klassiker, with access to German and Spanish literature and corresponding reference documents
- Book reviews from the New York Times, The Guardian and The Washington Post – valuable sources to support the criticism and interpretation of contemporary literature

Learn more about ProQuest One Literature.

You may also be interested in:

- News – page 11
- Historical collections – page 12
- Academic Video Online – page 17
- Summon – page 20
- Primo – page 20
- Leganto – page 20
Librarian Workflow

Save time, add more value and reduce the cost of administration. ProQuest’s broad range of products and services are designed to simplify librarian workflows from end to end.

NEW ProQuest Rialto

Rialto, ProQuest’s next-generation solution that unifies and streamlines selection and acquisition workflows, comes at an essential time for libraries who need to efficiently deliver resources to their patrons. Rialto is currently in use by development partners and early-adopters throughout the world who are enjoying benefits like:

• **Simplifying remote work:** Rialto is fully embedded in the Ex Libris Higher-Ed cloud platform, which makes it easier for staff to collaborate, communicate and work remotely without manual steps.

• **Reducing the pain of selection and acquisition:** Rialto targets the most common pain points in the selection and acquisition processes for academic libraries: duplicative, manual work due to multiple systems, siloed workflows for print, electronic and digital resources, and lack of analytics for decision-making.

• **Real-time balances and recommendations:** Rialto gathers offers from thousands of publishers, aggregators and platforms with real-time holdings and fund balances.

“My staff and I are grateful we have Rialto in place during this time because of how simple the process is for acquisitions and turnaround for accessing ebooks.”

– Rialto Development Partner

• **New recommendation feeds:** librarians get quick access to ranked lists of titles meeting criteria set by their library and tuned to their preferences. Users can self-adjust their feeds to respond to changing students or faculty needs, and the system uses artificial intelligence to “learn” preferences over time.

• **Expanding ebook options:** Rialto users can set up a growing number of aggregator and publisher platforms for ebooks to maximize the efficiency of the library’s selection and purchasing workflow. Current options include a broad range of the most popular academic publishers as well as specialty publishers. See the full list on proquest.com.

We’re currently scheduling Rialto general availability implementations. **Learn more.**

You may also be interested in:

• Ebook Central – page 7
• OASIS – page 8
Budget Management

Librarians can address budget challenges and maximize investments with ProQuest’s flexible models, unique and varied content, analysis and tools.

E Now: Convert Physical Collections to “E” – Quickly, Accurately and Affordably

As the demand for remote access to content grows, libraries are turning to ProQuest to make the electronic shift. We have expertise in mapping a library’s physical items – such as books and periodicals – to e-versions contained in ProQuest’s digital archive, which spans more than 600 terabytes and 1.5 million ebooks. ProQuest experts help libraries prioritize the conversion of digital content, including books, periodicals, government documents, newspapers, and even music scores and videos based on their institution’s curriculum and research activity.

Explore E Now programs today.

Create a Primary Sources Collection for Today and Tomorrow

How can you ensure your faculty and students have access to a collection of primary sources that improve teaching and research outcomes? How can you provide greater value for your dollars while providing clarity into your annual spend? ProQuest will work with you to help build a primary sources collection that fits within your budget and gives you access to:

- 230 million pages of material spanning 2,000 years of history
- 400 years of periodical coverage
- Regularly updated collections that address emerging scientific and social issues
- The most comprehensive government documents collections available from the U.S. and U.K.

Find out how you can build an affordable, curriculum-aligned collection of primary sources.

Build by Choice: Perpetual Rights for Video

Frustrated by unpredictable streaming video costs? Academic Video Online can help! Our predictable subscription cost allows for worry-free unlimited access to over 70,000 streaming videos while allowing for ownership of eligible videos through our Build by Choice perpetual rights feature. A free media hosting service is also included.

If you’d like to save money long-term, ask us about our 2020 discounted renewal rate program for new customers interested in signing on for more than one year.

Choice, Flexibility and Value for Ebook Acquisition

Not all libraries have the same needs. Multiple acquisition and access models available from Ebook Central enable you to build custom collections and stay within your budget. Let us help craft the most targeted acquisition strategy for your library.

You may also be interested in:

- News – page 11
- Historical collections – page 12
**Ebook Central 📚🌟**

We’ve recently added more than 182,000 new titles to Ebook Central, including titles from Penguin Random House that can be accessed on our new EPUB reader. For those who need books without any restrictions, our pool of DRM-free titles has grown to more than 241,000.

New features and programs:

- **Rapid fulfillment:** Ebook Central titles ordered from OASIS, LibCentral and GOBI are delivered within minutes, saving both librarians and patrons time.
- **EPUB reader enhancements:** We took your patrons’ mobile experience to the next level – and are continuing to add productivity enhancements to provide higher quality images, clearer text and fonts and simplified navigation so students can now access ebooks easily on any device.

- **Unlimited access at an affordable price:** Thanks to the help of our publishing partners, ProQuest is helping libraries upgrade their Ebook Central titles to unlimited access with a 50% discount from participating publishers. Act quickly to ensure your patrons get access to the ebooks they need for distance learning. The discount ends August 31, 2020.

---

**Academic Complete Ebook Subscription**

Academic Complete now offers libraries an affordable, critical mass of more than 187,000 multidisciplinary ebooks with unlimited, multi-user access, powerful research tools and DRM-free chapter downloads. Here’s what’s new in Academic Complete:

- 9,400+ new titles added so far in 2020
- 11,000+ non-English titles including French, German, Italian, Spanish, Czech, Chinese, Dutch and many more
- 27,000+ titles now fully DRM-free
- Award winning content – RCL, CHOICE Outstanding Academic Titles and Doody’s

---

Explore Ebook Central’s new features and content today.
OASIS is a powerful collection development tool for academic librarians to find and acquire print books, ebooks and more.

Efficient Workflows
Librarians are pulled in many directions, and we want to help you make the most of your time. That’s why we continue to listen to our customers as we invest in improvements to OASIS. Recently, we’ve added:

- Visual and accessibility improvements; modern, easy-to-use page design
- Improved processing for a faster, more relevant search
- Workflow enhancements for ebook offerings
- Powerful integrations with Ex Libris Alma to further automating parts of the workflow with OASIS

Integrated Content
Choice in content and platforms is essential for empowering librarians to support their collection strategies and patrons, so we are adding more options in 2020. A broad and growing catalog of digital content from aggregators and publishers is integrated into the selection and purchasing workflows of OASIS.

Expert Support
From selection to circulation, our teams of librarians and experts are ready to support your collection development strategy with our experience and shelf-ready library services.

Learn more about OASIS.

Curated Topics
Each month, ProQuest librarians search the robust databases of titles in Ebook Central and OASIS to carefully craft lists of the best titles on trending topics. All titles in our lists are hand-selected and reviewed by an experienced librarian to ensure quality academic content.

- **Ebook Central Curated Topics** feature up to 50 electronic books from a variety of publishers at reasonable price points with availability in multiple licensing and buying models.
- **OASIS Curated Topics** are multiformat lists offering electronic, print and streaming video titles from a variety of publishers and platforms and include best-selling and award-winning lists.

Curated Topics covered to date include Genomics/Nutrigenomics, Climate Change, Distance Learning, Image Processing, Emergency Management and more. Find our Curated Topics on the home page of Ebook Central’s LibCentral and in the Review Titles section of OASIS.
O’Reilly for Higher Education

O’Reilly for Higher Education supports core engineering, computer science, business and technology needs with authoritative, respected content that tracks emerging research and teaching areas at the intersection of business and technology.

With more than 43,000 ebook titles and more than 30,000 hours of video, O’Reilly accelerates learning, preparing students for careers and helping students and faculty remain up-to-date on new and emerging technical and business skills.

The product includes multiple learning formats: interactive tutorials, resource centers, expert playlists, books, videos and more from 200 of the world’s most authoritative publishers. O’Reilly continues to optimize its user experience with tools such as curated content hubs, usage insights, case studies and learning paths.

O’Reilly has been recognized by Training Industry as a leader in the fast-paced IT training market.

Bowker Book Analysis System

Bowker Book Analysis System (BBAS) is a powerful collection-analysis tool and an essential resource for academic librarians to electronically compare their library’s collection against Resources for College Libraries (RCL). This customizable, self-service analysis tool eliminates tedious manual comparison via customized reports for data cleansing and management, and instantly identifies the gaps and overlaps in your collection – so you can make informed selection decisions.

Upcoming enhancements to the BBAS platform will include:

- More intuitive workflow
- Fresh, updated interface
- Dynamic user experience
- Expanded report functionality

Learn more about Bowker Book Analysis System.

Syndetics Unbound

Syndetics Unbound is an innovative global catalog enrichment service, integrating seamlessly with your existing catalog or discovery layer to provide interactive exploration of your offerings and drive usage of your full collection.

What’s new for subscribers:

- **Mark & Boost:** This new feature labels, prioritizes and promotes electronic resources in the catalog, giving users more visibility into the materials they can access remotely. It also comes with a “slider” to help libraries set the level of boosting.

- **“You May Also Like” for Series:** Series recommendations are now included in the You May Also Like element.

- **Syndetics Unbound Video for Catalog Users:** Show your students how Syndetics Unbound enriches your online catalog and provides them with an enhanced user experience by sharing this new video on your library’s website or social media.

Learn more about Syndetics Unbound.
Theatre and Drama Premium

Theatre and Drama Premium is a multi-format resource that supports all aspects of theatre study. Learn more.

- Drama Texts Collection features more than 14,000 plays from canonical playwrights to contemporary and diverse global voices. Learn more.
- Theatre Performance and Design Collection covers all aspects of theater from production and design to performance and includes 300 audio plays, 400,000 pages of reference, 100,000 pages of design and 700 hours of video including the newly added National Theatre Collection. Learn more.

National Theatre Collection

National Theatre Collection brings the stage to life through access to streaming video of world-class productions and unique archival material offering significant insight into theatre and performance studies. Through a collaboration with the U.K.’s renowned National Theatre, this collection offers resources never previously seen outside of the National Theatre’s archive. An additional 11 titles have been added for a total of 30 video performances and more than 4,000 pages of archival content including prompt scripts and costume bibles. Learn more.

Music and Dance Online

Music and Dance Online offers the largest, most diverse music resource encompassing varied content including scores, reference, audio and video. Learn more.

Music Online Classical Scores Library

This product offers a comprehensive, growing collection of more than 53,000 titles and 1.3 million pages covering major genres and time periods. Learn more.

Music Online Listening

This product features more than 11 million audio tracks* with recent additions of more than 200 albums (4,000 tracks) of classical, popular and world music. Learn more.

BBC Literary Adaptations in Video Collection

This collection comprises a treasure trove of BBC productions of more than 50 famous literary works, many which were buried in the BBC archive for the past few decades. From Dickens to Shakespeare, from Chekhov to Arthur Miller, from Jane Austen to Mary Shelley, a great breadth of works is included making this product a must-have for theatre, drama, performing arts and literature courses. Learn more.

Entertainment Industry Magazine Archive 3

The third installment of Entertainment Industry Magazine Archive builds on the previous collections by adding 12 key consumer and trade magazines devoted to film and television, from their inception through to 2015 (or the date the publication ends). It includes the backfile of The Hollywood Reporter (1930 to 2015), an indispensable source through which researchers may identify and contextualize key developments in film and entertainment over more than eight decades.
ProQuest Historical Newspapers

With more than 50 premier stand-alone historical titles dating back to the 1700s and more than 55 million digitized pages, ProQuest Historical Newspapers enables researchers to travel back centuries and become eyewitnesses to history. Every issue of each title includes full-page and article images in easily downloadable PDFs. Researchers can study the progression of views, events, people and places over time through these historical newspaper pages, including articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, editorial cartoons and more.

ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Canadian Stand-Alone Titles

This collection features historical newspapers found across Canada with coverage beginning as early as 1844 through as late as 2016. New titles include:

- Edmonton Journal (Edmonton, AB) 1903-2010
- Ottawa Citizen (Ottawa, ON) 1845-2010
- Saskatoon Star Phoenix (Saskatoon, SK) 1902-2009
- The Province (Vancouver, BC) 1898-2010

ProQuest Historical Newspapers Regional Collections

ProQuest Historical Newspapers includes six regional collections, each featuring the most important titles covering a specific region of the United States. New titles include:

- U.S. Midwest Regional Collection (10 new titles coming soon)
- U.S. North Central Regional Collection
- U.S. Northeast Regional Collection (2 new titles coming soon)
- U.S. South Central Regional Collection
- U.S. Southeast Regional Collection (6 new titles coming soon)
- U.S. West Regional Collection

ProQuest Historical Newspapers Regional Collections now include 21 new collections for specific states.

ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Specialty Collections

- Michigan Chronicle (1936 – 2010): A weekly Black newspaper founded in 1936 by the publisher of the Chicago Defender, the Michigan Chronicle played a significant role in the 20th-century civil rights. The Chronicle’s support of organized labor and the democratic party were viewed as radical in the newspaper’s early years. The newspaper played a critical part in breaking down the barriers of racism, bigotry and discrimination in Detroit and throughout the state. This newspaper has been digitized at the article level to be consistent with other Black Historical Newspaper titles, allowing for cross-searching and bundling.

- Leftist Newspapers and Periodicals (1900-2015): Leftist Newspapers and Periodicals are a collection of more than 140 newspapers and periodicals supporting the ideology of socialism, communism and Marxism. The collection titles were published throughout the English-speaking world from 1900-2015. Issues covered include workers’ rights, organized labor, labor strikes, Nazi atrocities, McCarthyism’s rise after WWII, Civil Rights and modern-day class struggles which give rise to renewed interest in alternative social organizations.
Women's History

Women and Social Movements in the U.S.

• The Spring issue, “Sexualities and Bodies,” features a very rich document project by Jamie Wagman entitled “Transgender in the Heartland: Transitioning and Seeking Community in Middle America.” This project consists of oral history interviews – both audio files and transcripts – of 20 transgender women and men who grew up or currently live in the Midwest, many in small towns and rural areas. Also included is a roundtable: “Women, Gender, and Sexuality in the Archives.”

• The Fall 2020 issue focuses on questions of women’s citizenship and state power in the mid-20th century U.S. It features two document projects that show how different American constituencies grappled with the growing power of the Federal government and the struggle to define the meaning of national citizenship in ways that accorded with their own understanding of their place within the national polity.

Men's History

GQ Archive, U.S. Edition

The digital GQ Archive, which is the longest-running men's interest magazine in the English language, will make available a wealth of editorial content and photography, shedding light on the history of fashion, popular culture, masculinity and society. This collection will open new opportunities for researchers to explore 90 years of content on contemporary ideas and attitudes.

Men's Magazine Archive

This pioneering digital collection of men's interest magazine backfiles not only serves research in men's studies but also offers important additional perspectives for women's studies. This collection features influential publications such as National Police Gazette (1845-1977) and Argosy (1882-1978), as well as general interests (Esquire, U.K. edition), fashion (M) and sports (All Sports Illustrated Weekly, Sports Budget).

U.S. History

History Vault: Japanese-American Incarceration: Records of the War Relocation Authority

Following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor and the U.S. entry into World War II in December 1941, the Roosevelt administration decided that for reasons of “military necessity,” the government would evacuate all persons of Japanese heritage from the West Coast states. The Records of the War Relocation Authority document the day-to-day running of the 10 relocation camps from 1942-1946.

History Vault: Temperance and Prohibition Movement

This module contains records and publications of the principal organizations which sought to reduce and ultimately to eliminate the manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages in the United States.
Black History

**NEW! History Vault: Slavery, the Slave Trade and Law and Order in the 19th Century America**

This module documents the international and domestic slave trade in Britain’s New World colonies and the U.S., providing important primary-source material on the business aspect of slavery. In addition to records on the slave trade, this module also includes letters received by the Attorney General on law and order in 19th century America. These letters cover the slave trade, as well as other matters related to slavery – including the rights of enslaved people, runaway enslaved people, and other legal issues.

Early Modern History

**NEW! Early European Books Collection 17**

This collection of 2,000 titles focuses on law and politics, with discourses on government and political theory. The materials will include ordinances, edicts, proclamations and political tracts on topics of jurisprudence. Content comes from Bibliothèque nationale de France with 20% of the materials from Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal.

**Early European Books Collection 18**

This collection of 1,500 titles will include History Chronicles from the Early Modern Period. Content comes from Bibliothèque nationale de France with 20% of the materials from Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal.

Military & Diplomatic History

**NEW! History Vault: CIA Cold War Research Reports and Records on Communism in China and Eastern Europe**

This module consists of two major series of records: CIA Research Reports from 1946-1976 and records collected by Raymond Murphy on Communism in China and Eastern Europe from 1917-1958. Beginning in 1946 with reports of the CIA’s predecessor, the Central Intelligence Group, CIA Research Reports reproduces over 1,500 reports on eight areas: Middle East; Soviet Union; Vietnam and Southeast Asia; China; Japan, Korea, and Asian security; Europe; Africa; and Latin America. This series deals with international questions and biographical reports, offering profiles of relatively unknown leaders.

The Murphy Collection provides information on war recovery efforts, international aid and the formation of countries and substantial information on the Chinese Communist Party.

Cultural History

**Health and Fitness Magazine Archive**

With publications aimed at a male readership (including Flex and Men’s Health) and women’s titles (including Women’s Health and Women’s Health Activist), this collection supports research in topics such as the history of sex roles, body image, fitness, exercise, public health, nutrition and medicine. The backfile of Prevention (from 1950) offers over six decades of content reflecting contemporary developments in these areas.
Social Science Premium Collection

The full text of more than 200 new scholarly journals across the social sciences have been added in the last 12 months, including:

- International Journal of Qualitative Methods and Research and Politics (both Sage)
- Nature Human Behaviour (Nature Publishing Group)
- Journal of Baltic Science Education (Scientia Socialis Ltd.)
- Journal of Academic Advising and Spectrum (Indiana University Press)
- East Asian Community Review and Journal of International Business Policy (Palgrave Macmillan)
- English Teaching (Emerald)
- Advances in Health Sciences Education and Journal of Developmental and Physical Disabilities (Springer Nature)
- Journal of Germanic Linguistics and Global Sustainability (Cambridge University Press)

“[Social Science Premium Collection]’s chief strengths are its broad scope of content across the social science spectrum, and the inclusion of discipline-standard A&I databases.”

– The Charleston Advisor, April 2020

U.S. Government

Regulatory Insight: Historic Rules & Guidance

Regulatory Insight Historic Rules & Guidance is a collection of historic documents, most issued prior to 1936. The product includes manuals, circulars, orders and more, sourced from Executive Branch Documents. ProQuest experts compile rules associated with specific public laws enacted prior to the creation of the Federal Register. Upon completion, the collection will include approximately 60,000 documents.

Executive Branch Documents – Collection 6

The collection includes 60,000 records from 1949-1952. Containing documents produced by Federal government departments, agencies and commissions, it touches upon all aspects of U.S. social, political and economic life, as well as major events in U.S. history.
Policy

**NEW! Trends & Policy: U.S. Immigration**
This collection connects policies implemented by the U.S. government, and the data-driven results and trends of those policies. It also provides context with analytical reports and news articles. Presented in a unique interface designed specifically to help researchers make key connections and discoveries, this project includes timelines, topic pages and data visualization tools.

**NEW! DNSA: President Daily Briefings, Part 2: Nixon and Ford**
This collection covers the Nixon and Ford presidencies. It provides scholars with actual top-secret intelligence reports provided daily to the White House on global developments during a critical period in the Cold War.

Global Issues

**NEW! Mass Incarceration and Prison Studies**
This resource looks at the history of incarceration not only in the United States, but globally. The main themes and events related to mass incarceration and the history of prisons are easily explored by providing multiple perspectives and points of entries: court cases, prison experience (first-hand accounts), law and government documents, rehabilitation, training materials, policing and law, prison and identity, and theory.

**DNSA: Donald Rumsfeld Files**
This collection will eventually publish every “snowflake” memo the Secretary of Defense circulated during his tenure – more than 65,000 in all. Covering some of the most significant and sensitive issues from a tumultuous period, these memos offer an extraordinary schematic of U.S. defense and national security policy in the months prior to and after the 9/11 terrorist attacks.

*Working title*
ProQuest Central continues to grow to help research, teaching and learning across all disciplines.

New content includes:

• The full text of more than 1,000 scholarly journals, 200 of which have an Impact Factor. Publishers include Springer Nature, Taylor & Francis, Sage, John Wiley and Nature Publishing Group
• Almost 80 additional newspapers including Business Insider, Le Monde Online and Le Monde Diplomatiq
• More than 100 new trade publications and magazine such as McKinsey insights, Nursing Times and The American Dissident
• Video from Springer Nature and Turner Broadcasting (CNN)
• New dissertations, bringing the total number to almost 300,000
• Extra working papers and preprints, bringing the total number to more than 2 million

Learn more about ProQuest Central.

ABI/INFORM Collection

New content includes:

• New scholarly journals: McKinsey Quarterly, Journal of Applied Economics (Taylor & Francis), and Economics of Energy & Environmental Policy (International Association for Energy Economics)
• Business cases from Thunderbird and American Garvin School of International Management
• 50 magazines across a wide range of topics such as McKinsey Insights, CEO Magazine, Apparel and Utility Week
• More newspapers including Business Insider and City A.M. (U.K.)
• Extra reports from providers such as The Institute for Information Industry, Oxford Economics, Plunkett Research and OECD

Learn more about ABI/INFORM Collection.
Academic Video Online

Including streaming video in teaching is more important than ever. Academic Video Online is the largest academic streaming video service available. It provides unlimited, simultaneous access to thousands of videos across a wide range of disciplines and allows for easy integration with learning management systems such as Canvas and Blackboard. It now includes high-demand, thought-provoking documentaries from our newest provider, FILM PLATFORM. From documentaries to video tutorials, unlock the world of video for your students and faculty with Academic Video Online.

Learn more about Academic Video Online.

The FILM PLATFORM Collection

This collection features FILM PLATFORM’s renowned catalog of high-value, high-impact documentaries, curated for academic audiences. The documentaries are carefully selected from prestigious film festivals and made by the best filmmakers from around the globe including many OSCAR®-nominated and OSCAR®-shortlisted documentaries.

These masterfully produced films create an emotional experience for the viewer, engaging them deeply and authentically in some of the most pressing issues of our time.

Learn more about The FILM PLATFORM Collection.

ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global

The largest editorially curated database of doctoral and master’s works has now exceeded 5 million records from more than 100 countries and continues to grow daily. Discover the latest trends by uncovering cutting-edge research before it’s published. Sometimes dissertations are the only existing source on obscure and detailed topics. Benefits of ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global:

• Gather critical primary source content for the arts, humanities and social sciences where journals are not as prevalent
• Gain detailed context for research found in science journals
• With 2.7 million full-text PDFs, institutions can conduct intensive text and data mining projects and deliver comprehensive research results

Learn more about ProQuest’s Dissertations & Theses Global.
In response to the rapidly growing need for authoritative content related to COVID-19, ProQuest recently launched a new Coronavirus Research Database that gives all users no-cost access to a growing corpus of full-text content covering all facets of COVID-19 and related infectious diseases. The database is automatically enabled at no cost for all ProQuest platform customers, and can be accessed at search.proquest.com/coronavirus.

Behavioral & Mental Health Online

With more than 2,500 videos and almost 3,500 books, documents and transcripts, Behavioral and Mental Health Online is a fundamental resource for studying and teaching in the areas of behavioral and mental health. New content is added quarterly.

See a summary of what's new.

Health Research Premium Collection

Content in the Health Research Premium Collection continues to grow, with more than 200 ongoing full-text titles added over the past year from publishers including Oxford University Press, Sage Publishing and John Wiley.

See a summary of what's new.

Nursing Education in Video, Third Edition

Prepare your nursing students for clinical experiences with Nursing Education in Video, Third Edition. This up-to-date collection of demonstration and training videos includes new and updated videos covering topics such as nursing negligence, newborn assessment and cultural awareness.

See a summary of what's new.
SciTech Premium Collection and Subsets

Researchers need instant access to the most comprehensive, diverse and up-to-date content available—and that's why they use the SciTech Premium Collection. Check out a summary of what's new in the SciTech Premium Collection from providers such as Taylor & Francis, Sage Publications and many other leading publishers.

Learn more about SciTech Premium Collection.

BBC Landmark Video Collection, Second Edition

From the depths of the oceans to the Antarctic ice cap, from a firsthand view of evolution in animals and plants to Cretaceous Alaska and far-flung corners of the globe, the BBC Landmark Video Collection, Second Edition, is your groundbreaking exclusive HD view into our natural world.

Through access to cutting-edge series like Planet Earth and Blue Planet, and the newly added Big Cats and Dynasties series, your classrooms and students can now experience breathtaking natural events like never before.

The second edition is for courses in science, natural history, geology, geography, earth science, climate science, environmental science, biology, anthropology and more.

With the addition of 37 new titles in the second edition, the complete collection is launching with a total of 105 videos.

New Series for the Second Edition:
- Big Cats
- Civilisations
- Dynasties
- Mission Galápagos
- Earth’s Natural Wonders (Series 2)
- Secrets of the Human Body
- Icons
- Rituals

Learn more at alexanderstreet.com/lmrk.
Alma

In the age of remote access, Alma stands out. Alma’s native unified cloud-based design allows for a seamless experience from anywhere. Here’s what’s new in Alma:

• Easy activation of open access or temporary time-limited electronic collections from the Alma Community Zone, exposing them to your patrons immediately with no delay
• Collection Analysis for Resource & Budget Optimization: with Alma Analytics it’s easy to understand which resources are only available in print and work towards making them available online
• Alma for Digital Resources: Extends and enhances the library’s offerings of online resources
• The latest evolution of the Alma Metadata Editor brings greater efficiency to processes, making them faster and simpler
• Enhanced user interface facilitates a smoother, user-friendly interaction with Alma while providing more control over the Alma layout and navigation options
• Simpler automation options in Alma via new DARA recommendations
• Continued state-of-the-art analytic capabilities

Primo

Primo maximizes the exposure of your library collections and provides students and researchers with fast access to scholarly materials and intuitive ways to explore new content. What’s new with Primo:

• Webhooks allow patrons to search external indexes
• Libraries can define the preferred FRBR record displayed
• Enhanced personalization – patrons can easily navigate to recent search scopes
• New opportunities for patrons to maintain active filters and export results to Excel

Leganto

Leganto, the Ex Libris resource list management system, makes it easy to create, access, and manage course resource lists. Here’s what’s new in Leganto:

• Seamless purchasing workflow with Rialto
• Presenting the impact of the library on student affordability using the student savings reports
• Leganto insights: Analyzing the usage of repository items and online collection for making informative fulfillment decisions
• Reusing existing scanned resources for new digitization requests
• Efficient workflows for updating multiple citations and reading lists

Summon

Summon enables patrons to uncover a wealth of academic content with a resource discovery solution that meets both patrons’ and librarians’ needs. What’s new with Summon:

• Linked data provides more opportunities to create relationships and enhance SEO
• WhatsApp chat integration provides new real-time assistance capability
• New search results labels improve identification of peer-reviewed content
• Course Reserves improvements simplify finding course materials
**RefWorks**

RefWorks is an easy-to-use reference management service that simplifies research workflow, making it easy to collect, organize and share references and collaborate with others—so users can focus on quickly writing better, more accurate. What’s new with RefWorks:

- Integration with today’s top writing tools
- Tools for systematic review
- Thousands of citation styles
- Administrative controls and analytics
- Superb customer support, including chat
- Projects and project sharing for distinct lines of inquiry and systematic review

**Esploro**

With Esploro, the Ex Libris Research Information Management solution, users can:

- Showcase all research output and data across disciplines
- Use smart data harvesting to automatically capture research assets and populate metadata
- Reduce the burden on researchers with auto-generated profiles and deposit workflows
- Save library staff time with automated workflows and flexible data models
- Leverage comprehensive repository analytics and reports
- Improve compliance with open access policies

**Pivot**

Pivot connects researchers to financial support by leveraging the most comprehensive global source of sponsored funding opportunities, coupled with scholarly profiles to match researchers with financial partners and collaborators.

Highlights:

- New intuitive and customizable user interface
- Search millions of previously awarded grants
- Streamlined workflows for single sign-on authentication (SSO) and claiming profiles
- Link to full text of articles
- Create public groups
- New tools for admins to manage user accounts, create and share embedded searches

**Research Professional**

Giving institutions and researchers the information and guidance they require to stay ahead and secure more grants, Research Professional is an online service for global research funding, news and insights. It streamlines the process using an extensive funding opportunities database covering all scholarly disciplines from a variety of sources. It also delivers news and analysis on research policies and data on awarded grants.

**Rosetta**

What’s new with Rosetta:

- Streaming service for video and video files
- Fast-track preservation planning
- Improved SIP processing parallelization
- Quick search for management menus
- Significant API improvements

**campusM**

What’s new with campusM:

- **Product integrations** allowing institutions to quickly and easily add, edit and configure integrations to vital university systems. With a growing list of out-of-the-box integrations, institutions can enhance the user experience with just a few clicks using the campusM App Manager
- **Quick Polls**: Gain insight into student sentiment with single question, multiple choice polls. Quick and easy to configure through our web administration tool, the Quick Polls feature provides valuable information to help deliver targeted services and support
RapidILL

With many libraries now operating in remote mode, electronic alternatives have become even more important. The RapidILL interlibrary loan solution is the solution of choice for many libraries. RapidILL, designed by librarians for librarians, streamlines and automates interlibrary loan processes, reduces turnaround time and cuts costs.

RapidILL highlights:

- Turnaround time: Less-than-24-hour receipt of article and book chapter requests
- Smart routing: Dynamic request routing using an algorithm that utilizes load-leveling and time zone awareness
- Streamlined workflows: automated processing to minimize staff time for request management
- Peer-to-peer: pod structure and prioritization configurations enhance consortial and partner resource-sharing agreements
- Automated processing designed specifically to meet the needs of interlibrary resource sharing
- Industry-leading customer service

Rapido

Rapido is a discovery-to-delivery library resource sharing platform focused on staff efficiency and patron services. For staff, Rapido automates and simplifies the borrowing and lending processes, helping them manage a high volume of requests efficiently. For patrons, Rapido provides a central location where they can find and access the materials they need — quickly.

Highlights:

- The Rapido development partner program includes participants from North America and Australia, with the first “go-live” planned for late 2020
- Rapido includes a shared holding index of all libraries with their lendability terms
- Rapido is developed as a discovery-to-delivery solution, with a new patron-focused discovery layer and a new staff interface for effectively managing resource sharing requests
- Rapido supports both returnable and document delivery via RapidILL functionality

The Ex Libris App Center

The Ex Libris App Center provides a searchable repository of community apps and extensions where users can find and download apps that fill their needs. We’re now adding support for Cloud Apps which run inside the Ex Libris platform.

Cloud Apps are built by the community and can be installed by end users in any Ex Libris platform product: Alma, Esploro, Leganto and Primo VE back office. Cloud Apps can add new functionality, integrate with other systems or provide optimized custom workflows. Cloud Apps can be found on the Ex Libris App Center and installed in Alma.

The Ex Libris App Center
Supercharge your Ex Libris solutions with apps developed by the community
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